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Who to contact with a question:
Fire & Medical Emergency: Call 911 (Gunnison)
Arrowhead Firehouse: phone: 970-862-8330
AVFD Fire Chief: Jim Gelsomini, Phone: 970- 862-8456
Email: avfdchief2014@gmail.com
Communications: Lisa Ditmore
Email: communications.aia@gmail.com
Design Review: Joanie Thompson
Email address: jthompsonaia.drc@gmail.com
Fishing: Lowell Kindschy
Email: lowellkindschy.aia@gmail.com
Forestry Management: Bill Conway
Phone: 541-729-6259 or email: Arrowheadforestmanager@gmail.com
Heavy Equipment/Maintenance: Jim Matteson
Email: jem577905@gmail.com

Horse Corrals: Brad Fowler
Email: bfowler.aia@gmail.com
Noxious Weed Control: Jeri Rau
Email: Jeri.rauaia@gmail.com
Patrol: Phone or Text: 970-209-6335
Trash Service: Agnes Kroneraff
Phone: 970-642-4232

Arrowhead Improvements Association
Board of Directors
Lowell Kindschy, President................... lowellkindschy.aia@gmail.com
Brad Fowler, Vice President……………............... bfowler.aia@gmail.com
Rosanna Harris, Treasurer........................ rosannaharris.aia@gmail.com
Keith Dalton, Secretary…………………................. kdalton.aia@gmail.com
Jim Matteson, Director.................................... jem577905@gmail.com
Jeri Rau, Director.............................................. Jeri.rauaia@gmail.com
Rachel Grasmick, Director………………………….. rgrasmick.aia@gmail.com

ARROWHEAD IMPROVEMENTS ASSOCIATION, INC.
P.O. Box 83, Gunnison, CO 81230 ● Phone: (970) 642-4232
Agnes Kroneraff, Office Manager

The Arrowhead Improvements Association Official Website
& Smoke Signals Newsletter Disclaimers:
www.arrowhead1.org
The Arrowhead Improvements Association Inc. is a state non-profit organization. The purpose of the Arrowhead HOA is to unite the property owners
of the Arrowhead subdivisions in Cimarron, Colorado; to encourage civic
improvements within said area, to encourage community activities
including, but not by way of limitation, the beautification, maintenance and
general appearance of vacant and improved lots, filing roads, winter parking
lot, entrances, open and recreational areas situated within the area and
used in common by its residents; enhance the safety of Arrowhead; facilitate
enforcement of any and all building restrictions, protective covenants, and
to otherwise act in the interests of the members of the Association.
Appearance of an advertisement in this publication does not constitute a
recommendation or endorsement by the Association of the goods or
services offered. The opinions expressed in this newsletter are those of the
individual authors and not the Board of your Association. Neither the Board,
the publisher or the authors intend to provide any professional service or
opinion through this publication.

News Articles
The deadline for news articles is the 20th of the month before the next bimonthly issue. Please email news articles to Lisa Ditmore at
aiasmokesignals@gmail.com. All letters or articles need to include your
name and a daytime phone number. All articles must be approved by the
editors for publication or as space permits.

Want to Advertise in the Smoke Signals?
The deadline for an advertisement is the 20th of the month
before the next bi-monthly issue. To place an ad, please
CLICK HERE to complete our Online Advertising Form.

Board of Directors 2021
Schedule of Meetings
All Regular Board Meetings are scheduled for the third
Saturday of the month and will begin at 1:00pm. If an
Executive Session is required, it will be held at 9:00AM on
the same dates with a break for lunch between the
morning Executive Session and afternoon Open Session.
**Dates:
January 16, 2021
March 20
May 15
July 17
*August 21
September 18
November 13

Location:
Arrowhead Mountain Lodge
Arrowhead Mountain Lodge or TBA
Arrowhead Fire House
Arrowhead Fire House
Arrowhead Fire House
Arrowhead Fire House
Arrowhead Fire House

*Annual Owners Meeting is scheduled to follow the regular BOD
Meeting on August 21st.
All meeting dates, times and locations may be subject to change.
(**) Due to the current Coronavirus pandemic, please check back to our AIA website and
Facebook page for any BOD meeting updates and/or changes to the meeting schedule.

Lisa Ditmore
AIA Communication Mgr.
communications.aia@gmail.com

Notice
All real estate advertised herein is subject to the Federal Fair Housing Law. The Arrowhead Improvements
Association
and its
publication
“Smoke Signals,”
will
knowingly
accept times
any advertising
for real estate
Please
watch
for posted
agendas
tonotconfirm
dates,
and locations:
which is a violation of the law, either Federal or State. If you feel you have been discriminated against call the
https://www.arrowhead1.org/agendas-minutes-meeting-info
Colorado Civil Rights Division at 970-248-7329 or HUD 303-844-6158 or 1-800-669-9777

All meeting dates, times and locations may be subject to change.
Arrorwhead1.org is the only official website for Arrowhead property owners (owners in Arrowhead in Gunnison Country Subdivision, also commonly referred to as Arrowhead or Arrowhead Ranch). "Smoke Signals" is the only official publication of Arrowhead
Improvements Association, Inc., the property owners association for Arrowhead in Gunnison Country Subdivision. And “Arrowhead in Colorado (AIA)” is the only official Facebook page. No other chat room, blog, forum, website, Facebook page or other electronic or written
publication is supported, sanctioned, associated with or condoned by Arrowhead Improvements Association, Inc., and said Association is not responsible for their content.
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Are you new to Arrowhead?
Everyone is encouraged to read our Living in
Arrowhead Booklet to learn more about our
beautiful community!! www.arrowhead1.org
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President’s Message
Greetings “associates”!

That greeting is really appropriate in the climate of the
world in which we are presently living. We are
connected as earth dwellers, United States citizens, and
even as owners at Arrowhead in Gunnison County —
which includes all the attending goodness and badness
associated with being connected.
Our nation’s founding fathers were fully aware of this tenuous connectedness and established a system
which recognized and respected differences, and all the while protected the whole from parts that did not.
It is my fear that we are rapidly devolving to manipulative parts of the whole imposing their ideas upon
the rest of the whole without the due conversation and consideration necessary to seek the higher ideals.
Some of such recent actions encourage at least me to disassociate myself into the retreat of my remote and
private Arrowhead mountain property. Sunrise. Sunset. So pass the days. And the only FOX I see is the
occasional four legged one. The only CNN I see is the scene of forested mountains, herd grazing
meadows, deep blue-orange sunsets, and billions of stars quietly completing a silent night.
You know what I mean? Of course you do! And that makes us ‘associates’.
As your Association leaders, the Board had a primary goal this year of enhancing a happy association. It
has been a year of opposition as the powers-that-be work their idea of disassociation to protect the
individuals, which of course will work as we isolate from every bug and association. In the end the cure
may be as deadly as the disease!
It is of great importance that we as an isolated mountain community work hard to keep associations
healthy and strong. These associations are not just social and entertaining, but they are of vital importance
as well.
We are mutually associated as we may be called
upon to share everything from needed conveniences
to emergencies. Sure, we have differences which are
easy to recognize, but it takes association to
understand, and respect, and live around all those
people that will most certainly ‘think different’!
As the holiday season is upon us, I intend to work at
remembering you, my associates. I will give thanks
for our association. I will more than zoom to
celebrate the wonders and joys of being merry
people who were made to be, and need to be, in
association!
Greetings ‘associates’!
Keep happy!
Lowell Kindschy
AIA Board President
lowellkindschy.aia@gmail.com
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Maintenance & Improvements Message
All systems are go for winter. The equipment is in good
condition and we have a good supply of gravel ready
for our winter season on the Alpine. Soon we’ll be
closing the roads and it will be snowmobile time again.
Life on the mountain. Our groomer operator is ready
to go and the groomer is in good condition, ready for
the snow. The parking lot is all laid out and Patrol and
Will have expanded the Side by Side parking area to
accommodate the increased number of machines.

Winter Parking Lot Map

Weekend trailer parking will continue to be in
the northeast corner of the parking
lot. Please be courteous to others when
parking in the parking lot and adjacent areas
and remember to leave enough room for
others to park.
Remember to get a sticker
on your
vehicles you park in the winter parking lot so
you can be contacted if there is a need to
move your vehicle. Patrol is ready at a phone
call to provide you with stickers and it makes
it a lot easier when it comes time to plow the
parking lot.
You must park within the designated areas to
allow for the passage of the groomer, grader
and loader during snow removal operations.
Make sure to download and print off our
Winter Parking Lot Guideline & Map found
on our AIA website.

As I type this report it is a bit bittersweet as it is my last report. My time on the Board of Directors is at an end. It has
been a great satisfaction and a greater challenge but it’s been almost six years and it’s time for someone else to take
up this position.
I’d like to extend my most sincere thanks and gratitude to Will Hobson, Ron
Corder and Doug Maffry. These folks work very diligently to keep our roads in
good condition in both winter all other seasons to allow us to safely and easily
move about our community. These guys hard work have made my time as the
Equipment and Maintenance Liaison just that much easier, the most enjoyable
part of my time on the Board of Directors. I hope all of you in our community
realize how hard they work. Please take the time to thank them when you see
them out making our lives easier.
Jim Matteson

BOD Equipment and
Maintenance Liaison

jem577905@gmail.com
For more information, visit the
Maintenance & Improvements webpage at:
https://www.arrowhead1.org/maintenance-improvements
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During this current COVID 19 situation, the AIA Board of Directors, employees and volunteers are committed to the health and safety of all
property owners and residents. Collectively, we are adhering to the restrictions put in place by the authorities of Gunnison County, the
state Colorado and the Federal Officials, under the guidance from the Centers for Disease Control (CDC). These mandated safety measures
and restrictions has required our Association to adjust our everyday routines.
This is a situation our community has never encountered before. We appreciate your flexibility, patience and understanding as we
maneuver through the upcoming weeks & months. As information becomes available will continue to do our best to post it on our
AIA website and/or Facebook page.
You can also do your part to stay informed, as well.
Continuous updates are provided by Gunnison County, the
state of Colorado and the Federal Agencies. Below, you will
see web links directing you to the local, state and federal
Gunnison
County:
agencies
to follow
on a regular basis:
• Gunnison County's special COVID 19 webpage at
https://covid19.gunnisoncounty.org/
• Gunnison County Health & Human Services Facebook
page: https://www.facebook.com/GunnisonCountyHHS/

Colorado Division of Public Health &
Environment:
•
•

CDPHE COVID-19 Web Page
CDPHE COVID-19 Facts for Coloradans

•

CDPHE Cleaning Guidance for COVID-19

Centers for Disease Control (CDC):
•
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CDC COVID-19 Web Page
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Forestry Message
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Bark beetles continue to kill trees each year in the Arrowhead area. Each type of tree has its own type of bark beetle. The beetles that
kill balsam and aspen trees have not yet had a significant effect on the Arrowhead forest. Early removal of the dead trees seems to
show some benefits but there is not a definitive method of controlling these beetles. Douglas fir and spruce beetles have been more of
a problem in the past, but the MCH pheromone beetle repellent packs have been very successful in greatly reducing Douglas fir and
spruce mortality.
The price for MCH packs is up slightly this year at $1.19 each. Please write your check to the AIA and send to Bill Conway, 1734 SE 52nd
Ave, Portland, OR 97215. MCH packs will be available for pick up at Arrowhead in mid-May and should be put up by mid-June. If you are
not available to put them up at that time, you can have them put up by a volunteer from the Fire Department with a donation of your
choice. Write a separate check to the Arrowhead Volunteer Fire Department (AVFD) and send to Bill Conway at the above address.
The spruce bud worm continues to be a problem and in some areas is even killing larger trees. The primary concern is that the trees that
have been weakened enough over several years of severe foliage damage will now be killed by bark beetles in the spring. Owners that
have had a heavy attack from spruce bud worm the last few years should consider applying MCH packs as well as direct protection from
the spruce bud worm with ACE caps and liquid Sevin.
Contact Bill directly if you have questions about ordering MCH or ACE Caps.
The Forest Refuse Site will be burned this winter. That is normally after there is a foot of snow on the ground. Because of the extremely
dry conditions this fall we may have to wait a little longer for the larger fuels in the adjacent forest to completely absorb moisture before
the burn can occur. Arrangements have already been made with the State to renew the burn permit in January; if that should become
necessary.
Concerns about dry forest conditions leads me to concerns about mitigation and defensible space. With the current drought conditions
fires are becoming larger and more frequent in the west for the last several years. The “norm” in the past was for large fires to occur in
pine forests and brush areas where fires can be expected to occur every 20 to 30 years on any given acre. In high elevation forest types,
like Arrowhead, the long-term fire return interval was more in the range of 200 years. The problem is that with that long interval large
amounts of fuels tend to build up and smaller trees with low branches develop, which results in conditions where fire can go into the
tops of the trees and become a crown fire that is impossible to control. With the drought conditions of the last several years there are
more large fires burning in these high elevation forests.
The consequence for Arrowhead is that our high elevation advantage is no longer as strong as it used to be. Mitigation refers to the
general forest and defensible space is focused on the 35 feet or so directly around structures. Many owners have done a good job of
doing treatments in those areas over the years and many others need to get that work done. In the Summer of 2021, I would like to
challenge owners to really focus on creating and maintaining defensible space. Even if you have done this work in the past, defensible
space requires annual maintenance to be effective.
“Effective” means space that the fire department can use to defend your structures during low to moderate wildland fire conditions. I
have even seen many cases where this type of work has saved houses from fire when fire fighters were not present. The first 5 feet
around structures needs to be completely non-combustible; gravel, concrete or bare dirt. In the next 30 feet, more if there is a steep
slope, grass should be kept cut to 4 inches, debris over ½ inch in diameter removed, there should be space between the crowns of trees,
and trees should be limbed up so that the tips of the limbs are 8 feet above the ground. The structures also need to be maintained by
not storing combustibles under porches and decks, removing debris from roof valleys, and maintaining items required by building codes;
such as screened vents. Firewood should not be stored in this 35-foot defensible space zone.
Please think about your defensible space situation over the winter and contact me as spring approaches to help you make a plan. If you
are going to need a contractor, remember we have a limited number at Arrowhead and the sooner you contact them the more likely
that the work gets done before the driest part of fire season arrives. With all of the fires in 2020 you also may hear from your insurance
company.
Logging will be continuing until Hwy 50 road construction begins. A new timber sale may start on BLM property as early as January
2021. If you observe safety problems with logging trucks contact me with as much information on the incident as possible.

Bill Conway
Arrowhead Forest Manager
arrowheadforestmanager@gmail.com
For more information, visit the Forest Management webpage at:
https://www.arrowhead1.org/forest-management
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Logging & Road Activity Information
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Several years ago, the AIA made an agreement with the US Forest Service
that when logging was occurring on the Alpine Plateau there would be no
log haul on the Alpine Plateau Road on Thanksgiving weekend and between
Christmas and New Year’s Day. The reason for that agreement was to avoid
conflicts between logging trucks and snowmobiles during those high use
snowmobile times.
Although the current logging is being done on US Forest Service land the
timber sales are being administered under a Colorado State Forest Service
contract. When that contract was written log haul was also excluded on all
Federal Holidays. However, the timber sale purchaser, Montrose Forest
Products, requested a waiver of that restriction for the holidays of:
➢ Martin Luther King Day – Jan 18, 2021
➢ President’s Day – Feb 15, 2021
This request was granted last winter without incident and the AIA has agreed to waive the restriction on these four Federal
Holidays again this winter.
These extra haul days will allow for the removal of more of the beetle killed trees from the Alpine Plateau before haul is
suspended in the spring of 2021 because of the Little Blue Canyon Highway 50 project.
The primary concern for Arrowhead residents with this operation is safety on the Alpine Road. Owners should expect
similar activity to last year with 20 to 30 loaded trucks per day and occasional long low boy trucks moving heavy equipment.
The timber purchaser has agreed to use pilot cars with the low boys on the lower portion of the Alpine. Owners and log
trucks have an equal responsibility to drive safely on the Alpine. If you observe any problems with the trucks please
report as many of the following items as possible to Bill Conway (541-729-6259), so that he can follow up with the State
Forest Service and Montrose Forest Products: Date, time, location, and details of the incident; truck color, name on door,
and most definitive identification of all is the black numbers painted on the end of the logs. Montrose Forest Products
takes safety very seriously and some serious or repeated problems last year resulted in removal of that truck from the sale.
Bill will be leaving Arrowhead for the winter and can be reached by phone or email to take care of any questions regarding
hazard trees, insect and disease or logging problems.

Starting in the Spring of 2021, USDOT in conjunction with CDOT will begin the US Hwy 50-Little Blue Creek Canyon project. The project
will be located between mile posts 123 and 126.8.
CDOT is now providing information with regards to the upcoming US Hwy 50 Little Blue Creek
Canyon project; detailing schedule, travel impacts, access, and other important information.
Click on the link to review: http://highways.dot.gov/sites/fhwa.dot.gov/files/20200827-little-bluecreek-canyon-info-sheet-faq.pdf

This project is being managed by Central Federal Lands (CFL) and questions can be
directed to: John Knowles, phone: 720-618-9414 or email: us50@dot.gov
Construction is anticipated to begin February 2021, with full highway closures
starting in April. More information will be distributed once a contractor has
been selected.
For additional questions, you may also can contact:
Raelene Shelly, P.E.
Professional Engineer II, CDOT
Region 3 Montrose Residency
Email at: raelene.shelly@state.co.us
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Design Review Message
It finally happened! The snow is here. Everything looks so pretty and clean. I can’t wait to head out on the sleds!!!! The DRC had our final
meeting of the year in October. Our next meeting will be in March of 2021. We still have many projects that are open and some that are
being planned for our next building season. If you are wanting to start a project next summer, you don’t need to wait until we meet in the
spring. The Design Review Committee has become very proficient in getting this done via email. If we can approve your plans and you get a
deposit on a contractor, now, it makes things move along much quicker when the snow melts. After the snow melts, we can do our site visit
and have your permit finalized. Please remember the planned construction in the canyon. This could lead to difficulties with getting supplies
up to Arrowhead as well as easy access from Montrose and Gunnison
With that being said, a couple of reminders:
● When you are planning a property improvement, you need to have the Construction Agreement and Plot Plan sent to
me(jthompsonaia.drc@gmail.com) and the $100 permit fee needs to be sent to the highlighted address on the Construction
Agreement. This address is AIA Office, PO Box 83 Gunnison Colorado, 81230
● You need to locate your center pin and flag several points on the property boundary
● Flag several points the adjacent properties as well
● Flag any site of improvements -- driveway, shed perimeter, trees you think need removed, etc.
● Once this is done, a DRC committee member will come and do a site visit
● Please refer to this document for many of the different project types done in Arrowhead
● Here is the link to the DRC website where you can find the regulations and more information
● DRC members are happy to assist you in this process but as the property owner you are responsible for the accuracy of the center
pin. A professional site survey is the best way to be positive of an accurate center pin, if it is in question.
This summer over 100 properties changed hands in Arrowhead. We are so excited to see all the new Community Members. Please know
that all property improvements need to go through the DRC. Most require a permit. Some just get the go ahead “OK” because they are
considered maintenance. It is better to ask than be in violation of the Arrowhead Regulations. We have a lot of new contractors up here and
they do not know our Regulations. It is the homeowner who is responsible for educating themselves and their contractors about the rules.
** Utilities** - Many owners have been asking about putting in utilities. Please note that this MUST be approved by the Design Review
Committee. You are not required to pay for a permit, but we must approve the location of your plans. Failure to notify the Design Review
Committee could result in up to $1000 in fines.
**Shed Regulations** ● All Sheds MUST be approved by the Arrowhead Design Review Committee
● If you have an approved Gunnison Co septic system, you do not need a Gunnison Co building permit as long as your shed is no
larger than 200sf. If the shed is larger than 200sf you are required to apply for a building permit through Gunnison Co.
● If you do not have an approved Gunnison Co septic system, you are required to get a building permit from Gunnison Co.
no matter what the size.
Please continue to follow the requirements set forth for improvements in the 2020 AIA Regulations. This helps the committee
move forward for you more quickly. Please also continue to be knowledgeable of the updates from Gunnison Co on Covid-19
Gunnison Co Health Regulation.
We look forward to continuing serving the owners of this great community.

Joanie Thompson
AIA Design Review Mgr.
jthompsonaia.drc@gmail.com
All meetings are held at the firehouse unless the filing roads are closed. If roads
are closed, the meeting will be held at the Arrowhead Mountain Lodge lobby.
DRC Meetings are usually held on the second Monday of a given month as scheduled
above and start at 9:00am to approximately Noon.
If confidential, private or privileged information needs to be discussed at a DRC meeting,
an Executive Session may be required and called.
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Message from Patrol
Winter is Coming (We hope)
As I type this article (a week before Thanksgiving and
7- hours before this article is due), I reflect on the two most asked
questions from this week:
What are the road conditions?
When are the roads going to be closed?
Well, the filing roads this week have been a mess. We are in the fall
mud season to the extent that the Patrol truck is currently incognito
due to a very thick coat of the stuff. The steering wheel has been
giving my right arm a work-out as I’ve been rapidly steering left and
right just to go straight.
The temperatures have been in the mid 40s so the answer the second question is a medical term - GOK which means “God Only Knows”.
(I learned that in a trivia game.)
Will and the Board make the road closing call. (Mostly Will.)
When that does occur the “Snowmobiles Only” signs will go out and property owners should NOT ignore them. When folks do, they get
stuck and Will, or Ron, or Patrol, or kindly neighbors have to help get the “stuckees” unstuck. This has happened to loads of folks from the
Dish™ service man to the Gunnison Fire-chief.
Speaking of getting stuck, if you do find yourself in that situation and call Will or ask Patrol to call Will, make sure that you’re really stuck. If
Will, has to drop what he’s doing, drive to the equipment building, warm-up the payloader, and drive it to the scene of the stuck vehicle
and it’s not there…well it’s not a pretty picture and the sound track is even worse.

Winter Parking Lot: Guidelines & Map
The tracked UTV (Geezer-mobile) parking area has been
expanded on the hillside of the NW corner of the parking
area. Geezer-mobiles/snowmobiles are not allowed parking
in the main area for more than two consecutive nights.
Weekend truck and trailer parking, as of last year, is in the NE
corner. Extended trailer parking is limited to the west hillside
for box trailers and the NW corner of the main parking area
for flatbed trailers. There is a $50 seasonal fee for both
areas. Clearance for plowing and grooming must be strictly
maintained.
ALL vehicles must display an
AIA Parking Permit or
Visitors pass. This includes cars, trucks, snowmobiles, UTVs,
and trailers. The parking permits MUST be registered to the
current owner and can be obtained from Patrol.
NOTE: If you have purchased any of the above vehicles
from an Arrowhead resident, contact Patrol to get it reregistered in your name.
CLICK HERE to enlarge, download and/or print this Winter Parking Lot: Guidelines & Map

Running Drives
If you want Patrol to run your drive this winter, we need 3 things:
1. A signed Release & Waiver of Liability for Requested Services, which can be found at arrowhead1.org or obtained from Patrol.
2. A safe route marked with pairs of poles ≥ 4 ft. to the cabin and back to the filing road.
3. Have a Patrol officer approve and flag the route.
Finally, we ask that ALL parties, when dealing with Patrol, to observe current COVID safety protocols.

Dave Reddish, Lead-AIA Patrol Team
Phone or Text: (970) 209-6335
Email: arrowheadpatrol@gmail.com
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CLICK HERE to Enlarge, Download and/or Print

Owner Information Handout
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Arrowhead Fire Protection District
Happy Holidays! We hope you’re having a wonderful holiday season. This
time of year, brings some special fire safety issues along with it. The Winter
Holiday Safety Tips located in this month’s Smoke Signals are some great
reminders on ways to keep your home and family safe this season.

It’s a great time of year to replace the
batteries in those smoke and carbon
monoxide detectors. Give them a test
while you’re at it. Making sure these
devices are properly installed and
operating in your home can save lives.
Visit www.arrowheadfire.org for all the
latest fire department news & info.

Smoke alarms that are properly installed and maintained play a
vital role in reducing fire deaths and injuries. Having a working
smoke alarm in the home cuts the chances of dying in a reported
fire in half.

Sadly, the annual Christmas Party at the Lodge hosted by the AVFD Auxiliary has
been canceled due to COVID restrictions. The Auxiliary will continue to look for
other ways for the community and fire department to have fun together.

Communications Manager
Needed for Arrowhead Fire Protection District
We are looking for someone to take over the management of our website and Facebook
page. Responsibilities include posting content, updating website format, and suggesting
content to the AFPD board. If you have a working knowledge of Facebook and website
administration, contact us. Workload is typically a few hours per month, and is
compensated. If interested contact Steve Gauthier at mtnsteve86@gmail.com
The information posted in this AIA Smoke Signal publication and the AIA website (arrowhead1.org), is intended to provide general knowledge that may be of interest to Arrowhead Homeowners and its members to the community. The Arrowhead Improvements
Association, Inc. (the AIA HOA), does not warrant the accuracy to this particular page(s) and webpage(s) that is provided by the Arrowhead Fire Protection District (the AFPD); and the AIA is not responsible for the reliability, correctness or any other aspect of the content
provided. The AIA HOA disclaims any liability whatsoever in connection with the information that appears on this page(s) or webpage(s) and is not its author. AIA HOA is not responsible for, and does not undertake any duty to provide owners with, up to date fire
restriction information. Please contact AFPD for the most current information.
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Looking to sell or buy personal items?
Click Here to check out
our community’s….
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2020-2021
by Harold Thompson &
Joanie Aufderheide

Visit our AIA website,
www.arrowhead1.org
to get the latest up-todate Area Forecast,
Cams & Conditions AND
Snow Reports.

2021 Reading List
Date
June 4
July 9
Aug. 6
Sept. 3
Oct. 1
Nov. 5

Title
Perennials
First Light
A Gentleman
In Moscow
The Guest List
This Tender Land
The Giver of Stars

Author
Julie Cantrell
Bill Rancic
Amor Towles
Lucy Foley
William Kent Krueger
Jojo Moyes

*January through May read, read, read and share
what you would like us to read next year!!

Questions: Contact Sue Kindschy at smkindschy@gmail.com
We meet the first Friday of the month unless noted. Join us at the
Arrowhead Mountain Lodge at 11:30 a.m. All welcome!
*July postponed a week due to the 4th of July holiday
**Due to the Gunnison County COVID19 Public Health Orders, the Book Club might be meeting
via an online group discussion. Please email club leader, Sue Kindschy for the online meeting
details: smkindschy@gmail.com
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Attn: All Arrowhead Owners & Residents,
Please be advised that UPS, FedEx and the USPS do NOT drive up the
mountain to deliver packages to the Arrowhead residence during the
Winter Season!! They will only deliver as far as the Package Closet and/or
mailboxes at the bottom of the hill along Hwy 50.
It is YOUR RESPONSIBILITY to kindly TRACK and COLLECT YOUR PACKAGES
in a TIMELY MANNER once you know your package has been delivered!!
When the Package Closet is FULL, the shipping companies will STOP
DELIVERING until the Closet has the adequate space to accommodate
additional packages!
Also, when checking the Package Closet, please take the extra security
measures to ensure the door to the closet is… COMPLETELY CLOSED AND
LOCKED!! We don’t want a package pilfering issue to take place!!
The Arrowhead owners who personally “volunteered their time and
money” to build the Package Closet and agreed to share this privilege with
their Arrowhead friends and neighbors, THANK YOU for your attention and
RESPECT to this matter!!
IMPORTANT REMINDER: the USPS mailboxes and package closet is NOT the jurisdiction,
responsibility, nor common property of the Arrowhead Improvements Association (the HOA).
All issues relating to the mail and/or package deliveries is the sole responsibility of each individual
property owner and/or resident, as agreed upon with the specific shipping companies.

